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Made in Italy Clothing 

UYN MAN AMBITYON DEFENDER UW
SHIRT LG_SL.ROUND NECK 

Code: UYN-U100303

Brand: UYN

Dynamic, sporty, designed to move in nature. The AMBITYON DEFENDER shirt is the
result of close collaboration with our athletes seeking total freedom of movement.
Insulating protectors at the shoulders and abdomen make it ideal for the most
demanding outdoor activities at low temperatures.

- Hypermotion: exclusive zero-seam shoulder construction for maximum freedom of
movement and body postural support.
- Shoulder Pads: the 3D knit fabric has an increased thickness for breathable
protection. This system helps to cushion the weight and absorb vibrations when
wearing a backpack.
- Coolvent: the channelled inner surface promotes a constant flow of air. It quickly
absorbs sweat, cools the body during activity and keeps the skin dry.
- Heatmemory: insulating air chambers store body heat and protect against cooling.
This is especially important when your muscles cool down after the exercise phase.
Your body stays warm and efficient.
- Resifit: elbow joints are subject to high levels of stress during exercise. This is why
these areas are enclosed with a three- dimensional chamber system in order to
create an insulating layer of air around the joints.
- Drylight: anywhere sweat accumulates, Drylight ensures wearing comfort. Thanks
to its more permeable, ultra- absorbent knitting technique, moisture is quickly
transported outwards.
- Iso Chambers: Thanks to their structure, ISO CHAMBERS increase the insulation
power, preventing the cooling of the most sensitive parts of the body.

Color: Black , Coyote , OD Green , Navy Blue 

Size: S/M , L/XL , XXL 

Weight (gr): 180

Weight: 0.40 Kg

Dimensions: 24 cm x 27 cm x 0 cm
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